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The United States and China have strong technology sectors and large consumer markets, but their systems of government and public policy are very different. Taking note of the significant opportunities in drone manufacturing and services in both domestic and foreign markets, both nations’ regulatory bodies have responded to the maturation of the commercial drone industry. Policy competition is emerging alongside industry competition in these sectors and will grow as companies in agriculture, parcel delivery, inspections, and medicine test and adopt drone services. Several drone pilot programs and initiatives have popped up in recent years across the United States at companies and at federal agencies. We see a need to translate Chinese regulatory documents and news stories for a US audience, summarize US drone programs, and compare the industries and regulations of the two countries.

The Civil Aviation Administration of China (CAAC) set out guidelines in January 2019 for drone airworthiness standards for civilian drones. The CAAC also released proposed plans in May 2019 for the 30-year development of the unmanned civilian aircraft industry. These proposed plans, while broad and general, highlight unmanned civilian aircraft such as drones and passenger drones as one of the future pillars of the Chinese economy, alongside areas such as artificial intelligence and 5G. These are the industries in which the Chinese government wants China to surpass Western countries’ capabilities in the “fourth industrial revolution.”

What jumps out from these translated documents is how Chinese regulators perceive their nation as lagging the United States and Europe in traditional commercial aviation. That perception seems to serve as a motivation to leapfrog the West and lead the globe in developing commercial drone, electric vertical takeoff and landing (eVTOL), and urban air mobility (UAM) standards and services.
US regulators likewise have plans and policies to jump-start a domestic commercial drone services industry.\(^4\) There is substantial commercial interest: almost 350,000 commercial drones are registered today. US aviation regulators have planned a long-distance “concept of operations” and “maturity level” progression of technology and policy for small and large drones,\(^5\) and these plans are not as rigid as the CAAC’s 30-year plans. Although long-distance drone operations in the United States today require time-consuming and revokable regulatory waivers that make operators’ investments more uncertain. However, in January 2021, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) formulated new rules to allow routine long-distance drone operations.\(^6\) That small drone manufacturing has largely moved to China in the past decade is not lost on US lawmakers, and US regulators are eager to avoid a repeat of that movement for large freight and passenger drones.

In this policy brief, we survey Chinese and US drone regulations and policies. Broadly speaking, the large drone industry—freight and passenger drones—appears to be advancing more quickly in China, whereas small drone services appear more widespread and mature in the United States. On the whole, Chinese drone regulations preserve significantly more discretion for national regulators (and uncertainty for industry). The US regulatory environment currently suffers from a system of ad hoc and temporary waivers for long-distance drone operations, but US regulators appear prepared to apply more rigorous and general policies in the near future.

We provide recommendations to American federal and state lawmakers for promoting freight and passenger drone services domestically. Specifically, we urge US regulators to develop their drone corridor proposal and to apply a leasing or auction regime to this public asset. Federal and state lawmakers also need to formalize their roles regarding regulation of surface airspace. Finally, federal and state regulators should promote “drone sandboxes”\(^7\)—inviting drone services companies to use public property and airspace for testing new drone services.

**CHINESE NATIONAL POLICIES AND REGULATIONS**

In the past two years, the CAAC has drafted, trialed, and finalized regulations for civilian drone use. The CAAC, in conjunction with other relevant authorities, has also set up test areas—what we call drone sandboxes—across the country for the testing of drone systems and operating processes. On the regulatory side, the CAAC has implemented or run trials of many all-encompassing regulatory programs. These advances roughly follow the CAAC’s proposals for developing the drone industry, which we first described in 2019.\(^8\) The following sections examine some of the CAAC’s new regulatory approaches.

In 2019, the CAAC began issuing procedures and requirements for certification of three types of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs): drones with takeoff weights between 25 and 150 kilograms, those with weights between 7 and 25 kilograms with a “high operational risk,” and those with weights greater than 150 kilograms with a low operational risk.\(^9\) In 2020 and 2021, the CAAC con-
ducted trials on a complete set of design specifications, production approvals, and airworthiness certifications for drone manufacturers and operators. The regulations described in the following sections are mostly in trial or open commentary phases, which gives the CAAC and other governing bodies flexibility to change the regulations. Our interpretation and analysis suggest that this flexibility is in part intended to preserve regulator discretion to identify promising technology and later promote national champions.¹⁰

Airworthiness Regulations

As part of a May 2020 release of a drone airworthiness trial guidance,¹¹ the CAAC included both (a) airworthiness certification procedures and (b) a risk assessment guide. The trial ended on June 1, 2021, and, at the time of this writing, there is no further information from the official CAAC sources on trial results.

The procedures and the guide cover approval for UAV system design, production, and operation. For airworthiness certification, authorities consider a potential drone operator’s organizational, process, and resource management.¹² Regulator assessment of a company’s internal management competence has little parallel in American drone regulations.

This CAAC drone airworthiness certification process uses a risk-based certification system, and procedures differ depending on the drone system’s risk level. The CAAC seeks to standardize its airworthiness certification with its trial risk assessment.¹³ Risk level—rather than strict weight class—determines the set of procedures an applicant follows and the CAAC’s level of involvement.

The trial risk assessment guide divides drones into low-, medium-, and high-risk categories. There are three different components of determining risk: management system risk, kinetic energy level, and collision risk. The applicant-operator’s management system risk (管理体系风险) includes business characteristics such as personnel management, training, and facilities. Kinetic energy level (能量等级) pertains to maximum-performance takeoff and level flight. Finally, collision risk is determined by operations characteristics such as whether the operator intends to fly over an air corridor, over a densely populated area, or near a manned aircraft. Collision risk and kinetic energy level are aggregated to form product risk, which is evaluated with management system risk to determine an overall risk level.

The riskier a system, the more the CAAC intervenes in the certification process. For low-risk systems, the applicant performs most of the compliance work and the CAAC only reviews the applicant’s airworthiness management system. For high-risk systems, the CAAC conducts compliance work in a greater number of areas. For medium-risk systems, the applicant conducts more compliance work by itself, with less CAAC intervention.¹⁴ One example of the differences in risk level procedures is that applications for design and production approval are valid for one year for low-risk systems, whereas for other risk levels, the applications are valid for three years.¹⁵ The
longer approvals for higher-risk systems likely represent the recognition of higher and longer-term investment expectations for larger, higher-risk drone systems.

The management system risk element, which is based on a subjective point system, is particularly important. The subjectivity potentially gives the CAAC more leeway in determining whether a potential commercial operator is lower or higher risk. For example, personnel competency, the second scoring criterion under the personnel category, is scored in a binary manner, with five points awarded for competency and zero points for a lack of competency. Unlike product risk, where guidelines mostly objectively lay out risk scoring, there are few objective guidelines for scoring management system risk. There are no objective measure guidelines instructing how to assess whether a potential operator’s personnel could competently carry out responsibilities.

Additional areas in which the CAAC could potentially subjectively affect the risk score for a company include evaluations of organizational structure and management, facility adequacy, and internal auditing processes. Point totals in subjective scoring categories can push an application from low to high risk, and vice versa. Given the general risk assessment’s heavy weighting of management system risk, subjective scoring could heavily influence the risk level of a potential operator.

This subjective scoring of commercial companies’ management competence gives the CAAC greater intervention in the certification processes of applicants. Though it would be hard to prove, the CAAC may also intend to use this method to limit foreign drone operators crowding out China’s fledgling domestic champions.

Airworthiness Certification of Medium and Large Civil Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
On October 29, 2021, the CAAC released drafts of airworthiness certification, registration, and safety analysis requirements for medium and large civil UAVs. Medium UAVs weigh between 25 kilograms and 150 kilograms, and large UAVs exceed 150 kilograms in weight. These requirements cover design approval, engineering and manufacturing compliance, risk assessment, and detailed instructions and application forms for airworthiness certification applications. Production licensing for limited-use UAVs still follows requirements released in 2019 for smaller aircraft. Unlike the new airworthiness certification requirements, the registration and safety analysis requirements extend beyond medium and large civil UAVs to small UAVs.

Registration Requirements
The CAAC also released a draft guidance, including draft application forms, for unmanned aircraft system registration. The requirement involves the registration of the UAV owner for real-name and nationality registration marks, consisting of QR codes applied to the surface of the UAV. Registration is available for Chinese and foreign nationals.
Safety Analysis Requirement Guide
The safety analysis guide instructs applicants on classifying operational risks. The document divides risk classification between cargo and passenger UAVs, implying that the CAAC anticipates passenger unmanned aircraft systems. The number of passengers, ranging from 1 to over 19, determines risk categories for passenger UAVs.

Technical Guidelines
In addition to airworthiness certification regulations, the CAAC has also run trials on multiple technical guidelines for drone and UAV manufacturers. The following sections summarize key findings from a few CAAC regulations governing different risk and weight classes.

Small Drones
Because traditional surveillance and control systems are impractical for small drones, the CAAC has run trials of regulations requiring identification codes to be linked to real-name registration information. Mainland China—and now both Special Administrative Regions—has a similar policy for internet and cellular services. The regulations also prohibit the use of automatic dependence surveillance-broadcast devices (transmitters often used on piloted aircraft) to broadcast their location for safety. Instead, the CAAC allows tracking information to be transmitted using other wireless technologies, including China’s vast 4G and 5G cellular networks, to an integrated civilian unmanned aircraft management system. Because small drones usually fly at low altitudes, transmitting data through cellular networks is technically feasible. Cellular transmission also allows Chinese officials to take advantage of the country’s strength in 5G technology and ability to manufacture equipment domestically.

Medium- to High-Risk Unmanned Helicopters
The CAAC conducted trials on a set of specifications for medium- to high-risk unmanned helicopters. The unmanned helicopter manufacturing and business services sectors are fairly mature in China, and the draft requirements aim to satisfy a perceived gap in unmanned helicopter airworthiness standards. In these guidelines, the CAAC highlights different weight and power requirements, including requirements to reduce operating risk in civilian environments. These highly technical requirements, which are tailored specifically to unmanned helicopter use, indicate that the CAAC is maturing its regulations away from broad decrees to specific guidelines that unmanned helicopter manufacturers and operators can follow.
High-Risk Fixed-Wing Cargo Drone Systems
The CAAC’s technical regulations for high-risk fixed-wing cargo drones are perhaps its most robust. The trial standards, which came into effect in January 2020, govern a wide range of technical factors, from takeoff speed and climb rate to runway conditions. The robustness of technical standards for fixed-wing cargo drones may indicate that national regulators view this drone type as more economically viable in China than direct-to-consumer delivery drones. Courier companies such as SF Express have been pioneering large fixed-wing drones for cargo use. Unlike the other trial standards detailed in this policy brief, these trial standards have no end date, indicating that they may be very similar to those found in a final version.

Urban Low-Altitude Logistics Drones
The CAAC has released draft specifications for urban delivery route planning. This move likely preempts the rollout of drone delivery services in dense urban areas. The draft, which is in an open-comment phase that started in July 2021, applies to small and light multirotor logistics UAVs operating at low altitudes in cities. The document stipulates risk assessments, including proximity to buildings and infrastructure, in a multistep procedure to calculate drone routes. The document also includes a route confidence score, which is based on safety, operational capabilities, and public acceptance, specifically regarding noise and privacy. The evaluation of operational capabilities, including drone communication methods, indicates that Chinese operators likely have the technological maturity to perform logistics deliveries in dense urban environments.

Drone Controller Licenses
On December 23, 2021, the CAAC released draft regulations for licensing UAV controllers. There are three types of licenses for UAV controllers: small drone controller licenses, medium-sized drone controller licenses, and large drone controller licenses. The licenses are endorsed by the category level of a UAV and level's grade. Category levels include rotorcraft and VTOL aircraft, and grades include multi-rotor, autogyro, and helicopter classifications. The level of detail for licensing drone controllers indicates that the CAAC is preparing for the popularization of civilian UAV use, especially for commercial purposes.

Drone Sandboxes
To test procedures and drone technology, the CAAC has established 13 drone sandboxes—regulator-designated areas and 3D areas of airspace for the testing of drones—across mainland China in a variety of geographical locations to test drone systems in as many conditions as possible. The drone sandboxes (test areas) also can support the research of UAV safety and reliability, along with system compliance verification. According to China Aviation News, the CAAC intends to use these drone sandboxes to test for safety, airspace use, and reliability of drone systems. Notably, in June
2021, the Northwest Regional Administration of the CAAC initiated the construction of 5G towers, likely intended as a means of communicating with drones, testing UAV operations, and supporting infrastructure. The CAAC encourages local governments near the drone sandboxes to tailor procedures to fit local environments and needs within the bounds of unified, national standards. Chinese local governments have less power to influence the overall development of drones and drone regulations than do states in the United States. Our interpretations and analysis suggest that there will be little deviation between different local jurisdictions in China, allowing for a more uniform application of national policy.

STATE OF TECHNOLOGY AND COMMERCIAL ENVIRONMENT IN CHINA
Several Chinese courier services, including SF Express and JD.com, have completed trials or have already started limited services. Last-mile courier flights are generally considered impractical in China’s dense urban environments, so companies like SF Express are focusing on longer-distance fixed-wing drone cargo flights. China’s industrial capacity allows for domestic manufacturing of most drone components. However, because many Chinese drone manufacturers rely on imported semiconductors, China’s semiconductor bottleneck is an issue affecting drone manufacturing and many other Chinese manufacturing sectors. China’s advantage in battery technology, which aids the national electric vehicle market, also promotes the manufacturing of electric-powered drones. The following sections examine a few examples of Chinese drone use gathered from English- and Chinese-language sources.

Fixed-Wing Cargo Drones
Despite the commercial impracticality of last-mile delivery in China’s dense urban environments, large fixed-wing cargo drones using airports have taken hold. SF Express, one of China’s largest courier services, started conducting trials on large fixed-wing drones for cargo delivery between airports in August 2020. According to a press release, these plane-sized drones, such as the FH-98, retain the speed advantage of piloted aircraft with the cost efficiencies of semitrucks. As demonstrated in its initial trial, the FH-98, with a range of around 1,200 kilometers, also can fly over rough, mountainous terrain less suitable for overland transport.

Another company, Autoflight Aviation Technology Co., Ltd., unveiled the V400 Albatross, a drone with a 100-kilogram payload and a range of 300 to 1,000 kilometers at the Fourth Drone World Congress in Shenzhen in September 2020. Autoflight is targeting commercial customers in medical, mining, and infrastructure environments. Autoflight claims warehouse-to-warehouse cost efficiency can be reduced to below that of semitrucks in mountainous and island environments. E-commerce giant JD.com has also developed its own fixed-wing cargo drones. Its 1-ton drone has a range of 1,000 kilometers, but the company intends to develop a 60-ton drone with a range of 6,000 kilometers. For context, these specifications outclass those of current narrow-body piloted freight aircraft.
Vertical Takeoff and Landing Cargo Drones

Chinese courier and e-commerce companies have been looking into vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL) drones for last-mile and rural deliveries. Whereas the urban east is mostly developed, China’s mountainous interior lacks infrastructure, and thus Chinese courier and e-commerce companies are investing in VTOL cargo drones for lightly populated regions. Large VTOL cargo drones can enable SF Express to reach China’s large rural population—40 percent of its total population. Cargo drones may be an area where China specializes because these large drones may not be commercially practical in the United States, where the rural population only accounts for 17 percent of the total population.43

Several companies are testing VTOL cargo drones. In October 2019, the CAAC issued the first UAV Logistics Distribution Business License (无人机物流配送经营许可) on a trial basis to a subsidiary of Antwork, an urban air distribution company backed by venture capitalists including the Sequoia Capital China Fund.44 SF Express also delivered medical supplies in Wuhan with a smaller VTOL cargo drone in a much-publicized transportation mission when the spread of COVID-19 locked down the city in early 2020.45 SF Express intends to buy large VTOL cargo drones from Slovenian aerospace firm Pipistrel for cargo delivery to rural China. JD.com has also invested in and used similar VTOL drone systems.46

Passenger Drones

EHang is a prominent passenger drone company in China. The company has completed several test flights of its autonomous one- and two-passenger eVTOL aircraft worldwide and has partnerships in Europe and the United States. In April 2019, EHang’s cofounder said the company was already completing routine flights in China for tourists between a hotel and local attractions.47 By August 2019, EHang had completed more than 2,000 test flights of its autonomous eVTOL aircraft in China and abroad, and the company announced a partnership with the city of Guangzhou to build infrastructure and systems for its air taxi service.48 That month, EHang announced it would be flying passengers on three or four eVTOL routes in Guangzhou as part of a pilot program approved by the CAAC.49 According to EHang financial reports, the company delivered 60 of its autonomous two-passenger eVTOL aircraft to customers in 2019.50 The company hopes to deliver 250 of its autonomous two-passenger aircraft in 2021 and, as of this writing, is setting up 30 to 40 eVTOL routes in China.51 These eVTOL flight corridors are fixed aerial highways, typically 50 to 200 meters above the ground.

US NATIONAL POLICIES AND REGULATIONS

The United States has a large and well-funded technology and aerospace sector, and in 2012 and 2016 Congress expressly instructed the FAA to prioritize the commercialization of drone services.52 As explained later, US drone policies are in part a reaction to the real and perceived successes
of Chinese companies in small drone manufacturing. In 2018, Congress passed and the president signed a drone law requiring transportation officials to “use a risk-based approach”—as opposed to approaches based on weight or propulsion—in permitting drone operations, although weight features prominently in regulators’ assessment of risk. In practice, lightweight drones have novel requirements for operation, whereas large drones are often regulated similarly to— and classified as— traditional aircraft of similar size. Another distinguishing characteristic of US policy is the significant role that states and tribes (as sovereign subnational units) play in developing drone law and policy. The role of states and tribes means a somewhat fragmented regulatory environment, especially for small drone operations, but this environment has allowed for more policy entrepreneurship and commercial experimentation in regions and cities across the country.

Small Drones
The United States has a federal system of government and strong constitutional protections for property rights, which means national regulations and policy are shaped in collaboration with state, tribal, and local authorities. There is substantial legal uncertainty about federal-state power sharing. This uncertainty in turn creates an uncertain investment climate as operators seek to progress from pilot programs to commercial rollout. As the Government Accountability Office (GAO) reported in September 2020, federal and state governments haven’t formalized their roles over drone operations, and previous attempts have faltered. For instance, in early 2017 the FAA charged a task force of industry members and state and local officials to recommend ways federal and state lawmakers could share authority over drone operations. That effort failed in late 2017, only months after formation, and the acrimonious collapse of discussions in the task force was reported by the Washington Post on October 23, 2017. Two days later, a presidential memorandum created the three-year drone Integration Pilot Program (IPP), overseen by the US Department of Transportation (DOT), to experiment with regulatory regimes for drone management, with hopes of identifying what should be devolved to states and cities and what should be the federal government’s role. As part of the IPP, the DOT (and its subagency the FAA) selected 10 participants—state, local, and tribal agencies—from 149 applicants. That three-year program concluded in the fall of 2020, and in its place the FAA created the BEYOND program. To date, the IPP hasn’t led to any formal position about how federal and state authorities will share authority over drone airspace (400 feet and lower above the ground) and operations.

With the BEYOND program, the FAA extended agreements with 8 of the 10 IPP participating agencies. Whereas the IPP’s focus was to begin formalizing federal-state sharing of regulatory responsibilities, the BEYOND program drone operations focus on (a) analyzing routine and economically viable long-distance drone operations, (b) analyzing and quantifying the economic
and social benefits of drones, and (c) analyzing and addressing the public’s concerns about drone operations. As of this writing, these initiatives are at an early stage, and there is little publicly reported about their progress.

Separate and apart from the IPP and BEYOND initiatives are the commercial programs that are popping up nationwide. The ad hoc and informal nature of drone operations rules means that long-distance drone operations are often permitted case by case and through an FAA regulatory waiver. We’re unaware of any source compiling all the FAA-compliant long-distance operations, but there appear to be dozens of commercial pilot programs. Our research and analysis indicate that these commercial test programs typically arise when a drone operator, with a federal waiver in hand to do complex operations, approaches and seeks permission from local leaders to test commercial drone services in that town or city.

Large Drones
Less information has been publicly reported in the United States about large drones—passenger drones and freight drones—but companies have been testing large electric drones in the United States for several years. FAA Administrator Steve Dickson, at a May 2021 hearing of the House Committee on Appropriations, noted that the FAA was working with several passenger drone companies and that he anticipated some to be certified in 2023 and operations to begin as early as 2024. Rather than create a separate regulatory classification for passenger drones, as European regulators did in 2021, the FAA seems to be encouraging most passenger drone companies in the United States to use an existing classification, Part 23. This longstanding classification for small planes was updated in 2017 to be more flexible than traditional aircraft certifications. However, although flexible, according to the GAO this Part 23 classification is underused by federal regulators and viewed as incompletely defined by the industry.

Nevertheless, the technology looked promising enough that in late 2019, the US Air Force began a program, called Agility Prime, to accelerate domestic eVTOL (and hybrid VTOL) development. The Pentagon plans to spend about $100 million annually on eVTOL and large drone development. The Agility Prime program grants large drone companies access to both financial assistance and military facilities and airspace to test passenger and freight drone services.

To participate, companies must complete a series of challenges, such as carrying a payload a certain distance at a certain speed. Whereas the initial goal of the Agility Prime program was to find useful military applications for large drones, such as medical evacuation and freight delivery, an express goal of program leaders—perhaps the dominant goal—is to give US eVTOL manufacturers a head start in the global race to develop a domestic industry in commercial large drone manufacturing and services. Air Force officials note that their intent with the military program jump-starting commercial eVTOL supply chains in the United States is to avoid what happened
a decade earlier with small drone supply chains, which moved mostly to China, an economic and geopolitical rival.\textsuperscript{69}

By granting funds and military airspace use to US companies, program leaders hope that companies will gain certification for military use and stimulate commercial investment into the sector for dual use—military and commercial services. Although not as rigorous as FAA certification of aircraft, military certification of new aircraft gives a company credibility with investors and suppliers and can likely be granted more quickly than FAA certification.

It’s unclear to us whether and to what extent the military agencies and the civilian agencies (the National Aeronautics and Space Administration [NASA] and the FAA) are collaborating, but concurrently with Agility Prime, in the fall of 2019 NASA announced a multiyear Urban Air Mobility Grand Challenge,\textsuperscript{70} reminiscent of the government’s Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency’s autonomous vehicle Grand Challenge, a prize competition that began in 2004 and helped jump-start the commercial autonomous vehicle market.\textsuperscript{71} Among other things, NASA is providing commercial participants access to its premier aviation research center, the Neil A. Armstrong Flight Research Center at Edwards Air Force Base in California, and to government airspace to test eVTOL aircraft.\textsuperscript{72} At the time of this writing, NASA is soliciting participation from eVTOL companies to begin test operations at various locations across the nation.\textsuperscript{73} Those test operations are planned for summer 2022 through at least 2024.\textsuperscript{74}

Joby Aviation appears to be furthest along in its interactions with the US Air Force and with the commercial certification process. In August 2021, the company became the first US-based eVTOL company to go public, and company representatives expect their aircraft to be FAA certified and ready for operations in 2024.\textsuperscript{75} Joby’s five-seat eVTOL aircraft has a range of 150 miles and a cruising speed of more than 200 mph.\textsuperscript{76} We’re unaware of any commercial purchases completed for freight or passenger drones in the United States, although some companies have pledged future orders.\textsuperscript{77}

The United States is not as far along in setting up eVTOL and UAM routes as Chinese regulators and industry. However, in June 2020, NASA and the FAA announced plans to create corridors for UAM providers.\textsuperscript{78} In early 2021, the federal agencies signed agreements with five state and local jurisdictions to study UAM services.\textsuperscript{79} This step appears to be the first toward operations in those jurisdictions, but it’s unclear as of this writing when the studies will conclude, the corridors will be designated, and the large drone operations will commence.

**COMPARISON AND POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS FOR US LAWMAKERS**

Whereas China has a head start in commercial drone manufacturing and large drone operations, the subjectivity in its rules and production approval and airworthiness certification processes, which seem intended to preserve discretion for the CAAC and other relevant authorities to
greenlight favored drone operators, may hinder or distort commercial investment. As discussed in a previous section, categorizing a drone system as lower risk essentially allows the CAAC to expedite approval by allowing the applicant to conduct more of the compliance checks than in situations where the drone system is classified as medium or high risk. This heavy-handedness in guiding the industry and crowning national champions could backfire if regulatory politics were to interfere with commercial development.

If the United States develops regulations with the specificity of the CAAC’s recent trial standards and draft regulations, more objective standards in any FAA airworthiness certification process may encourage more potential drone operators to apply, creating more competition in the drone market. The United States, with many single-family homes, has an advantage in last-mile drone deliveries because China’s urban environment dominated by apartment buildings makes direct-to-consumer last-mile deliveries by drone much more challenging. As for drone data links, China may have an advantage in its developed 5G network for micro and lightweight drone communications. China’s rugged terrain and large rural population are also less suitable for overland transportation, making commercial drone development a government priority in reducing logistical costs.

Whether the various US government plans, programs, and funds for small and large drones amount to industrial policy we leave to others to debate. The United States is certainly not doing the handpicking of national champions seen in China, South Korea, and Japan in technology and manufacturing fields, but it’s not a laissez-faire approach either. We are concerned, for instance, that regulators will create standards and federal advisory groups that are facially neutral but whose underlying intent or effect is to benefit favored firms. There are hundreds of drone manufacturers and service providers seeking to succeed in the United States, and regulators will be under immense pressure to winnow the commercial field—each provider clamoring for high-value drone routes—through regulation.

The soft promotion of US national champions by regulation, binding standards, and regulators’ selective reliance on powerful commercial companies could result in a politicized industrial policy. Although some analysts favor strong government guidance of nascent industries, the optimistic literature about industrial policy suffers from a problem of survivorship bias—success stories get told, but the many costly failures of government support of industries are rarely examined and quickly forgotten. 80 We conclude with some policy recommendations.

Lease or Auction New Aviation Corridors
It’s clear that there is a race to serve and claim high-revenue drone corridors. To avoid other types of administrative rationing of UAM and drone routes—such as first-come, first-served and vague standards that preserve regulator discretion and drive out less-favored competitors—regulators
should create a market for airspace. This could take the form of auction or leasing of routes or geographic delivery zones. The GAO and Airbus have discussed this approach, among others.\textsuperscript{81}

FAA officials “expect the first examples of [eVTOL aircraft for] routine taxi service between city rooftops to be certified within two years.”\textsuperscript{82} Furthermore, those aircraft will “operate along set routes that will be ‘more segregated than integrated.’” Demand modeling indicates that central-business-district-to-airport routes will be the most attractive to UAM providers.\textsuperscript{83} In Los Angeles, for instance, “LAX to downtown L.A., Anaheim, Hollywood, and Long Beach were identified as the top four UAM corridors in order.”\textsuperscript{84}

The US government’s current tentative plans are to delegate route rationing and traffic management to trusted (currently undetermined) members of industry.\textsuperscript{85} The potential for a few firms to “route squat” on high-revenue air taxi routes and to exclude future competitors is massive and foreseeable. McKinsey analysts reported in early 2019, for instance, on the anticompetition problem: “[F]irst movers will have an advantage by securing the most attractive sites along high-traffic routes.”\textsuperscript{86} There is a similar risk in drone parcel delivery. At low altitudes drone operators are likely going to be limited to the air above public rights-of-way and public easements to avoid lawsuits from private landowners.\textsuperscript{87} Regulators need to anticipate and prevent the politicized rationing of routes by regulation.

Formalize Federal and State Authority over Surface Airspace
Given the realities of drone operations and their impact on local trespass, nuisance, privacy, and takings laws, a formal recognition of state authority below, say, 200 feet and federal authority above 200 feet would create a more predictable legal environment for operators, landowners, and state governments.\textsuperscript{88} A GAO report to Congress in the fall of 2020 reported that the DOT and US the Department of Justice had created a joint task force to formalize the federal government’s position about federal-state sharing of drone authority.\textsuperscript{89} That task force is expected to release its findings soon, but as of this writing, that government position has not been released.

The federal government and state governments need to know which low-altitude airspace and drone operations are under local jurisdiction and which are under federal jurisdiction. Several academic articles and a few federal bills have recognized the problem and propose drawing lines. For example, a boundary 200 feet above the ground would recognize the property and privacy expectations of landowners while also allowing a higher-altitude easement for drone commerce.\textsuperscript{90}
Expand Sandboxes for Drone Companies
The practice of opening military and public aviation facilities and airspace to new eVTOL and drone companies is an inexpensive and light-handed way to encourage commercial innovation and iteration with new aircraft. Federal and state officials should open more drone sandboxes where entrepreneurs can test their new aircraft and services and show investors progress and proof of concept. Several countries have established drone sandboxes. Spanish regulators and the Barcelona Drone Center, for instance, have opened a 50-square-kilometer area of airspace for companies to test drones and passenger drones. There are few dedicated sandboxes like that in the United States, and state departments of transportation and the DOT should promote drone sandboxes for small drones and passenger drones. Similar to what the CAAC allows Chinese local governments to do with drone sandboxes, state departments of transportation should also be able to tailor drone sandbox environments and procedures to regional geographies and needs.

CONCLUSION
Whereas China has a head start with the large-scale implementation of commercial drones for logistics, the United States can likely lead in a direct-to-consumer drone services market, given residential patterns and relatively high incomes in the country. China’s top-down government, uniform national policy, and manufacturing advantages have produced viable commercial platforms like SF Express’s fixed-wing cargo delivery drone systems and a plethora of manufacturers. However, the US government also has advantages and should play to these strengths: regulatory transparency, state governments serving as independent sources of authority and of permission granting, market disposition of public assets, and a tolerance for competition.

As stated in our recommendations, the United States should create a market for airspace and foster competition. Making aerial corridors transferable assets would allow corridors to generally go to their highest-valued use, as seen in federal spectrum and offshore energy auctions and leases, and would allow newcomers a way to enter a saturated drone services market. The ability for states and local governments to tailor regulations to local environments also gives the United States greater regulatory flexibility to better suit the needs of local markets. By playing to its strengths in regulatory transparency and shared power between the federal, state, and local governments, US-based companies can test quickly and thrive in a globally competitive drone services market.
### Table A1. Applicant’s Management System Risk Element Score Sheet (Translated)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ELEMENT</th>
<th>POINTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Organization</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whether there is a proper organizational structure and management, and whether the responsibilities and authorities of each department are clear. (Yes: 5 points. No: 0 points)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whether there is a department that can undertake airworthiness management functions. (Yes: 6 points. No: 0 points)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Personnel</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are there enough experienced professionals? (Yes: 5 points. No: 0 points)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whether the personnel are competent for the duties they undertake. (Yes: 5 points. No: 0 points)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Familiarity with the airworthiness requirements of drones. (Familiar: 6 points. Normal: 3 points. Unfamiliar: 0 points)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whether professional technicians and airworthiness management personnel have received relevant training. (Yes: 5 points. No: 0 points)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Facilities and equipment</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whether there is a fixed space for design, production, verification, and display of compliance with procedures. (Yes: 3 points. No: 0 points)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are there test equipment and facilities for design, production, verification, and demonstration of compliance? (Yes: 3 points. No: 0 points)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are there record-keeping facilities? (Yes: 3 points. No: 0 points)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Process control</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is there a system of clarifying the role for each process? (Yes: 5 points. No: 0 points)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is the process control set according to the different characteristics of design, production, and airworthiness verification? (Yes: 5 points. No: 0 points)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is there process control related to design, design changes, compliance certification, supplier control, continuous airworthiness, etc.? (Yes: 5 points. No: 0 points)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is there process control of production-related processes such as design data control, design and production coordination, manufacturing process, inspection and test process, product control, supplier control, predelivery maintenance, continuous airworthiness, etc.? (Yes: 5 points. No: 0 points)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Document control</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are there document management capabilities? (Yes: 5 points. No: 0 points)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is there a document describing the CUAV system (usually an airworthiness management system manual)? (Yes: 6 points. No: 0 points)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are project records, design or change materials, compliance verification materials and compliance verification work documents complete? (Yes: 5 points. No: 0 points)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are there complete documents related to the work scope of authorized personnel? (Yes: 3 points. No: 0 points)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Internal audit/CAAC audit</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are there reasonable processes to ensure the control and implementation of internal review and corrective measures? (Yes: 5 points. No: 0 points)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the above mechanism include necessary management methods such as incident records, risk identification, mitigation measures, performance indicators, etc.? (Yes: 5 points. No: 0 points)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementation of corrective measures. (Good: 5 points. Fair: 3 points. None: 0 points)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is there a satisfactory reporting mechanism to the CAAC? (Yes: 5 points. No: 0 points)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total score**
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5. See, for example, Federal Aviation Administration, Concept of Operations Version 2.0: Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) Traffic Management (UTM), n.d.; Deloitte Consulting LLP and National Aeronautics and Space Administration, UAM Vision Concept of Operations (ConOps) UAM Maturity Level (UML) 4 Version 1.0, n.d.
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14. The CAAC lists additional areas in which the CAAC inspects in the application.

15. If the applicant cannot obtain a design and production approval letter within the validity period, it can obtain an extension of the application validity period.

16. Of the 100 total points for system management risk, in a system where a score at or above 70 earns the potential operator a low management system risk level, at least 41 points can be subjectively scored. (See table A1. Categories in red text indicate criteria with possible subjective scoring.)


25. Autorotation refers to a state of flight where moving air, rather than a motor, turns the main rotor(s), allowing a helicopter to safely land in case of engine failure.


41. Hua, “Larger Drones.”

42. Men Xianrui 孟宪瑞, “Jingdong wu ren yun huoji xia xian, weilai还要研发载重60吨的大型无人机(JD’s unmanned freighter rolls off the assembly line, will develop large drone capable of carrying 60 tons in the future), EXPreview, n.d., https://www.expreview.com/62171.html.


46. “Wu ren ji kauidi ‘congtianerjiang’ bujing yao kuai geng yao ‘wen’ [Drone express “falling from the sky” not only fast but also “steady”], Xinhuanet, April 29, 2020.

47. Chen Chuanren, “China Abuzz with eVTOL Action,” AINonline, April 17, 2019.


54. In 2017, the US secretary of transportation asked, “How much authority should local municipalities or county governments have over drone operations? And what about drones operating beyond the operator’s line of sight?” Elaine L. Chao, “Remarks Prepared for Delivery by U.S. Secretary of Transportation Elaine L. Chao” (Drone Focus Conference, Fargo, ND, May 31, 2017), https://www.transportation.gov/briefing-room/drone-focus-conference.


60. For instance, in October 2019 Airbus representatives said that they had completed more than 100 fully autonomous eVTOL test flights in Oregon. Tom Banse, “Air Taxi by Airbus Completes 114 Test Flights in Northwest Skies,” KUOW, October 11, 2019.

61. “Federal Aviation Administration Safety Oversight Hearing,” exchange between FAA Administrator Steve Dickson and Committee Chair Rep. Mario Diaz-Balart, House Committee on Appropriations, 1:42:00, May 12, 2021, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UrVHy_gJKAE. Dickson expressly mentions “advanced air mobility” companies, but this term overlaps substantially with passenger drone and eVTOL companies.


69. In an Aviation Today article, Air Force acquisition chief Will Roper notes, “What we don’t want to happen is the same thing that happened in the small drone migration to China. It was a commercial technology, the Pentagon didn’t take a proactive stance on it, and now most of that supply chain has moved to China.” Garrett-Glaser, “Air Force to Begin Fly-Off”; see also Garrett-Glaser, “Through Agility Prime.”

70. Brian Garrett-Glaser, “NASA Launches Urban Air Mobility Grand Challenge Program,” Aviation Today, August 30, 2019. NASA also has created and hosts several urban air mobility (UAM) working groups to periodically evaluate and discuss issues facing the UAM industry, including airspace access, physical infrastructure, and communications.
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77. In the spring of 2021, UPS, for instance, said “it plans to purchase [eVTOL] aircraft from Beta Technologies to bolster its air service for small and mid-size markets.” The deal includes a purchase of 10 aircraft with an option to purchase

78. Deloitte Consulting LLP and National Aeronautics and Space Administration, *UAM Vision Concept of Operations*.

79. Chloe Bennett, “Air Taxis and Drones: Why North Texas Is Teaming Up with NASA to Study Transportation,” *Dallas Morning News*, June 4, 2021. The participating agencies are the Massachusetts Department of Transportation, the Minnesota Department of Transportation, the Ohio Department of Transportation, the North Central Texas Council of Governments, and the city of Orlando.


83. In an *eVTOL* article, researchers find that “total airport access demand is geospatially concentrated in certain areas.” Elon Head, “LAX Trips Emerge as a Promising Early Market for Urban Air Mobility,” *eVTOL*, June 9, 2021.

84. Head, “LAX Trips.”

85. Community-based rules for UAM traffic management “are developed by industry based on FAA guidelines and require FAA approval to address elements covered by FAA authority (for example, NAS safety, DCB, equitable access to airspace, security).” Federal Aviation Administration, *Concept of Operations Version 1.0: Urban Air Mobility (UAM)*, June 26, 2020, 7.


88. Skorup, “Drone Technology.”


90. Skorup, “Drone Technology.”

91. Brent Skorup “State Drone Laws Frequently Asked Questions” (Mercatus Policy Brief, Mercatus Center at George Mason University, Arlington, VA, June 2021), 2. See recommendation to state regulators to create drone sandboxes.